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You are invited to an ECSECC dialogue with Jonathan Denison on

Irrigation agriculture in the Eastern Cape:
future development trajectories
The expansion of irrigation
agriculture has been
prioritised in both the New
Growth Path and the
National Development
Plan. In particular the
expansion of irrigated
horticulture has been
identified as having
particular potential for job
creation in the Eastern
Cape because of our
relatively abundant water resources. Jonathan Denison is a leading
expert on irrigation in the Eastern Cape and he will lead the discussion.

Date: Tuesday 2
September
Time: 11:00 – 13:00
Venue: ECSECC
Board Room, 12
Gloucester Road,
Vincent, East London
RSVP: Viwe Booi on 083 794 5714 viwe@ecsecc.org

Agricultural water trajectories
in response to the NDP
‐ Some experiences and perspectives ‐
Jonathan Denison: Development Researcher and Irrigation Engineer

The National Development Plan and rural
development and agriculture
poverty – hunger ‐ jobs
… irrigated agriculture, supplemented by dry‐land production where
feasible, is the main strategy for addressing underdevelopment,
including in the former homelands (NDP, 2011:218).
… expanded by at least 500 000 hectares through the better use of
existing water resources and developing new water schemes
… 200 000 jobs through ‘labour intensive winners’, which refers to
small‐ scale market‐oriented irrigation farmers
… emphasis on smallholder farmers where possible.
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Irrigation is the
artificial application
of water to land for
the purpose of
enhancing plant
production.

Irrigation scheme ‐ the agricultural project involving
multiple farm units that depend on a shared diversion
/ storage / distribution system
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Smallholder
Schemes:

Former homelands
Poorest areas
High political priority

183

‘Investment’
R300 – R400M annually
Planning Commission 2012 !!
36

75

317 Schemes
49,800 ha
31,300 “farmers”
250,000 impacted

Commercial irrigation
1.4 million ha

Smallholders 3.8 % of
area

Responses to
question = 84%

Figure 2.2: Infield Irrigation Technology (by scheme area)
on SIS in South Africa
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Independent irrigators
50,000 ha:
‐ Homesteads
‐ Fields (river terrace)

3 million households with access to
parcels of irrigable land > 500sq.m:
‐

John Sender: … little choice in the South African smallholder sector but to
make a radical shift to large‐scale farming with sophistication and economies
of scale to compete in the unregulated market
‐ wage‐labour‐intensive crops
‐ extensive rain‐fed farming be discouraged
Populist and nationalist slogans demanding home gardens and food
self-sufficiency should no longer be allowed to stifle debate on more
effective forms of direct intervention in food and labour markets to
reduce malnutrition.(pg 27)
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Globally … “Agricultural water
management”
IWMI
FAO
World Bank
IMAWESA
NGOs

African Agricultural Water Partnership
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Agricultural Water Management
‘Development Trajectories’
Individual micro‐ and small‐scale
irrigation
Community‐managed small to
medium‐scale irrigation
Large‐scale irrigation system
modernization and development
Market‐oriented irrigation on PPP
or purely private basis
Enhanced water management in
rainfed agriculture

WHC learning materials

OTHER WORK BY
‐ Hensley
‐ Botha
‐ Kundlande
‐ van Rensburg
‐ Kruger
‐ Stimie
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Another project sponsored by the Water Research Commission

How to guide for 14 WHC methods
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Another project sponsored by the Water Research Commission

WHC options …
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Catchment management
perspective ‐ IWRM

Watershed management practices have
gradually evolved from a top‐down,
supply driven approach, to a more
participatory model that aims to work
closely with communities as partners
and integrates soil and water
conservation interventions with rural
livelihoods support.
‐
‐
‐
‐

Farm systems support
Enterprise development
Institutional building
Farmer education and skills
development
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Research on the table embraces the
farming complex
Irrigation revitalisation
guidelines along with …
‐Bembridge (systems)
‐Van Averbeke (typologies, systems)
‐ Machete (agric‐economics)
‐ de Lange (participative methods)
‐ Manona (land exchange)
‐ Sanewe (food security and dev)
‐ Backeberg (water pricing/history)
‐ De Stoep (irrigation technology)
‐ Reinders (technology, WRM)
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29‐Apr‐15

Another project sponsored by the Water Research Commission

irrigated
farming
enterprise

Human and
Production Factors

Land
Water

Social Capital
Water
Institutions

Information
& extension

Farming
Institutions

A Systems view
of the farm

Management
skills

systems theory by Irvin Lazlow

Infrastructure

Product

Mechanisation

Farm enterprise Model
Marketing strategy

Labour

Market

Market

Inputs
money

Finance

Development Benefits

INCOME

EMPLOYMENT

SKILLS
DEVELOPMENT

FOOD
SECURITY

irrigated farming
enterprise
access to output
markets

access to input
markets
financial &
crop advisory
services
sufficient and
reliable irrigation
water
(component 1&2)

irrigation scheme

On‐farm gains
increased crop intensity
increased yields

Irrigation scheme gains
increased ability to pay for
irrigation water services
financially sustainable
O&M

Individual Farm Enterprise
Gains
increased farm profitability
reduced production risk

Socio‐economic gains
improved livelihoods
greater regional food
security
increased regional stability

Irrigation schemes are complex systems
“Focussing more emphasis on the improvement of physical infrastructure is not sufficient. There is
a need for a more comprehensive approach, encompassing the development of both physical
capital and social capital that provide complex systems … to use irrigation water.”(Neeraj et
al., 1998).

“Smallholder irrigation is a highly case‐specific, potentially complex, dynamic
socio‐biophysical entity influenced by a considerable number of internal
characteristics and external driving forces and factors, and is a driver of
considerable change on downstream sectors and users. Have we recognised
this special nature of irrigation within livelihoods, food and cash production,
river basins and the environment?” (Lankford, 2001).
“Integration will be key in this new approach: integration across scales, components, stakeholders and
disciplines” (Merrey et al., 2003).

PROIRRI – Mozambique
USD74 Million

USD 640 Million

Component 1 : Water Resources Management
and Dam Operation Improvement

(USD 130 Million)

Sub-component 1.1 :
Support to Integrated
Water Resources Management

Improve
hydro-met
systems

WRM
monitoring
and data
centre

Implement
priority
actions in
Basin plans

River rehab
and
protection
works

Component 1 : Water Resources Management
and Dam Operation Improvement (…cont)
Sub-component 1.2 :
Dam Operations and
safety improvements
Remedial
works
Operational
procedures,
guidelines
and training
Emergency
plans

Component 2 : Irrigation development and
management

(USD 205 Million)

Sub-component 2.1

:

Irrigation and drainage
investments

Scheme

Present

PROPOSED

Dadin Kowa

80 ha

6,500 ha

Bakalori

7,000 ha

19,500 ha

Kano

15,000 ha

19,900 ha

Hadeija Valley

6,000 ha

10,700 ha

TOTAL

28,000 ha 56,600 ha

irrigation design and construction works

Component 2 : Irrigation development and
management (… cont)
Sub-component 2.2: Improving
Irrigation Management
Intensive training and support in PIM !
- Defining roles and responsibilities
- Establishing rules and consequences
- Ensuring fee collection for O&M
- Operating and maintaining systematically

Scheme
infrastructure
assets are
maintained

Farmers get
affordable
reliable
water

WUA

w

Component 2 : Irrigation development and
management (… cont)
Sub-component 2.2: Improving
Irrigation Management
• Variations of
PIM for Nigerian
context

RBDA
Y% OF
FEE

RBDA

BULK WATER SUPPLY

Water Resources
Commission

• Separation of
bulk water
services and
farmer-managed
scheme elements
• Key role of
regulating entity
for irrigation
service charges

APEX WUA
Bank Account

Apex WUA

SECONDARY CANALS &
OUTLET STRUCTURES
I-WUAs comprising
±100-200 farmers each

X% of
FEE
Intake WUA

Maintain dam
Maintain main canal
oversight of Apex WUA

Pay fees to RBDA
Enforce at UNIT level
Maintain Secondary
Canals
INTAKE WUA

Intake WUA

Coordinate SECONDARY
Operations
Lobby APEX WUA

TERTIARY CANAL
U-WUAs comprising
±30-100 farmers each

FEE
Unit
WUAs

Unit
WUAs

Unit
WUAs

Unit
WUAs

Unit
WUAs

Unit
WUAs O&M fee

UNIT WUA
Bank account
Fee collection
Onward fee payment
Tertiary O&M
Water allocations
Conflict resolution

Component 3 : Enhancing Agricultural
Productivity and Value Chains (USD 40 Million)
Sub-component 3.1:
Matching grants for improvement of
productive water use in agricultural
processing and mechanisation
• Scaling up of ongoing Growth Enhancement Support (GES)
• Matching grants for WUA and farmer groups to obtain
mechanisation on-farm and for post-processing.
• Introduce innovations (cage wheels, small pumps)

Sub-component

3.2:

Support Research and Development
• Technical assistance for applied research
• Prioritise themes of improved irrigation efficiency and
crop performance
• Involvement of Nigerian and international agencies

Component 4 : Institutional Development
(USD 35 Million)
Sub-component 4.1:
Project Management and
Monitoring & Evaluation

Sub-component 4.2:
Institutional Development

new
knowledge

plan

TRIMING
evaluate

monitor

•
•
•
•
•

PCU fully equipped
Performance contracts
Baseline survey
Ongoing evaluations
Knowledge sharing

•
•
•
•

Capacity assessment
Studies and tours
Advocacy & Partnerships
Communication strategy

systems thinking –> irri scheme
“Systems must be treated as wholes with properties of their own”
Prof Ervin Laslow explaining general systems theory (1972)

• systems of organised complexity are everywhere (atomic, ORGANIC, SUPRAORGANIC)
• we cannot compute the behaviour of the system (ie. the whole) from behaviour of its parts
• complexity of the system can be understood by GROUPING and observing PAST BEHAVIOUR
• SIMPLIFY but not too much ‐> focus on STRUCTURE ‐> identify RELATIONSHIPS
• the system has a life of its own (ie components can change but system maintains character)
• systems degrade and disorganise – constantly needing energy to maintain

Adaptive management across two domains
with a feedback loop

irrigation
scheme

irrigated
farming
enterprise

COMPLEXITY and adaptive management
Capability to experiment is more important than classical expertise.
One must manage systems to be in‐control and out of control (learning by
experimentation) at the same time.
A complex system is never in equilibrium – it lies in the middle ground
between the predictable and chaotic.
Day to day management – logical, analytical, procedural.
Response to dynamic external forces calls for innovation –
Inherently uncertain, dynamic and to some extent a random process.
Dooley and Johnson (1995); Lemonick (1993); Knapp (1993)

adaptive management ‐ organisationally

irrigation
scheme

GROUP
in‐control
predictable

INDIVIDUAL
freedom
‘out of control’
experimentation

irrigated
farming
enterprise
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farming typology – established (2007)
validated (RSA) & aligned to AgWA Partnership in Africa
Diversified livelihoods
Farming to maintain lifestyle

Farming central to
livelihoods

Peasant farmer

Business Farmer

Lower risk, diversified
livelihoods on smaller
farms, sale, food

Commercially
oriented farmers on
larger farms

Equity Labourer
Commercial
partnerships, JV’s
or sharecropping

Farming as a ‘shareholder’
but mainly labourer

MIX of styles in
scheme
reality and in
plans

Increasing
‐ scale
Food‐producer
complexity
‐ market engagement
Intensive gardens on
small plots, high%
poor, high% women

Farming at micro-scale
for food and ad-hoc
cash

Denison and Manona (2007) (amended)
Typology
Purpose of farming
Food plot farmer

Mainly for own consumption with
some local marketing. Low external
input approaches to production

Van Averbeke and Mohammed (2006)
Purpose of farming
Farming style
At least 50% of their gross farm
income as food for home
consumption with weaker gross
margins. Don’t sell maize.

Food farmer
Type 1

Peasant
At least 50% of their gross farm
farming

Low-risk
part-time farmers

Food farmer
Diverse purposes in line with
Type 2
diversified livelihoods of plot holders income as food for home
and diverse approaches to production consumption with better gross
reflecting risk appetite. Local (urban) margins. Market extra maize.
markets dominate but with assistance
distant markets can be accessed.
Characterised by low profitability
Employer
and employed at least one full-time
farm worker

Business farmer

Full-time, commercial farming that
includes engagement with distant
markets. Highly productive farming
systems that require access to
finance.

Market-oriented production with the Profit-maker
relatively high returns on
investment. Takes risks.

entrepreneural farming

Equity-labourer

Commercial farming with strategic
partner who manages the enterprise,
whilst plot holders are farm workers
receiving a share in the profits for
providing the land.

corporate farming

ighadi

instimi
isitiya

ighadi
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Spot the opportunity

Irrigation Scheme
Plot size, production risk
and social complexity

Home food garden
Priority for food and
immediate locus of control

?

Land exchange
logic
 320 smallholder schemes
 50,000 ha (3.5% RSA irrigation)
 31,300 plotholders
 turnover potential R1.5 Billion/yr
 located in poverty zones

♦ Many plotholders do not farm but hold plots
♦ Reasons – financial, risks, aged
♦ exchange mechanisms allow take-up of unused land
♦ resulting in increased land utilisation

Survey 129 Schemes - 2010
♦ Variations of Trust tenure (PTO)
♦ Mainly traditional / customary tenure
♦ Leasehold
♦ Quitrent
♦ Freehold

 cash
 crop share
 ploughing
 favour

total area planted / yr
Land-use ratio =

irrigable area

whole area cropped once a year = 1
80 % summer and 40% winter = 1.2
Appropriate RSA target = 1.4 to 1.6

Evidence base
 The relationship between land-exchange and land-

utilisation is not significant (in the data set).
 Interview narratives and literature reinforce the position

that people who want land cannot get access to land.
 Poorly functioning land exchange markets appear to one

important underlying reason for low use.
 Tenure insecurity or perceptions of this, are linked to

willingness to invest by rights-holders.

Land exchange process / benefits
Farmers
consolidating to
larger holdings

Land
exchange
agreements

Plot holders
not farming

New entrants for
small scale
production.

Cash crop
benefit

Rental or
crop share

Food benefit

Memorandum of Agreement of Lease
Form 1(a)
The details, terms and conditions incorporated in this agreement are subjected to form 1(b), and the
parties contracting hereto are bound by terms incorporated in form 1(b).
Made and entered into by and between
……………………………………………
Hereafter referred to as the (“Lessor”)
And
……………………………………………
Hereafter referred to as the (“Lessee”)
The Lessor hereby lets to the Lessee certain piece of arable land situated at Sipaqeni Village measuring
approximately ……………..in extent,
The lease shall be for a period of …….… commencing on ……………
The annual rental payable by the lessee during the currency of this lease shall be R…………. or alternatively
whatever terms the two parties agree on verbally, as long as they are not contrary to the laws of the Republic
of South Africa.
The agreed remuneration stipulated above shall be paid annually by no later than……………….
THUS done and Signed at…………………on this day of………………….. In the presence of the witnesses.
Lessor…………………………….
As Witnesses:
1…………………………………
2…………………………………
This Done and Signed at…………………on this day of………………….. in the presence of the witnesess.
Lessee…………………………….
As Witnesses:
1………………………………….
2…………………………………

Memorandum of Agreement of Lease
Form 1(b)
WITNESETH’
The plot hereby leased shall be used by the lessee for agricultural purposes and shall not be used whatsoever for any other purpose
without the prior consent of the lessor, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The lessee shall not be entitled to sublet the plot or any portion thereof, or to cede, assign, transfer, alienate or otherwise dispose of
its rights of occupation or use under this agreement, without the prior consent of the lessor, which consent shall not be unreasonably
withheld.
The lessor or its duly authorized agents or servants shall be entitled during the currency of this lease to inspect the plot at all
reasonable times.
The lessee shall conform to all laws, ordinances and regulations specified by community in connection with the use of the plot.
The lessee hereby undertakes at its own expense to care for, and maintain the plot and shall upon the termination of the lease,
redeliver the same to the lessor in good order and condition.
Should the fields be destroyed or damaged to such an extent as to render them unworkable, then either party shall be entitled to
declare this lease cancelled, by notice in writing, given to the other party within 30 days after the destruction of the fields. If no such
notice is given by either party this lease shall not be terminated and the lessee shall be obliged to proceed expeditiously with the work
of refurbishment of the field.
In the event of:
The rental or any other form of remuneration agreed upon, not being paid by the agreed date or any other amount due in terms
of this agreement, not being paid on demand. The lessee committing any breach of the terms of this agreement, and failing to
remedy such breach within 7(seven) days after notice has been given, by the lessor to the lessee, requiring the lease to
remedy such breach, the lessor shall be entitled, not obliged to cancel this lease, by giving written notice to that effect.
No cancellation of this lease shall be effected between plowing and harvesting time.

Scheme Land Administration
Structure
Irrigation
Scheme
Farmers Group

Agricultural
Enterprise
•
•
•
•
•

Land
Administration

inputs
mechanisation
knowledge
finance
markets

Infrastructure
maintenance

Optional group actions
or
Individual responsibility

• Compulsory
• Rules-based
• Authoritarian

Water
schedules

Rightsholders

Tribal
Author.

Minimum Conceptual Working Tools
- Schemes are diverse in history and technology
- Land tenure and exchange are critical
- Farming styles and scales are varied
- Irrigation farming must be viewed as a system
- Irrigation and RWH are catchment linked
- Agricultural water goes beyond irrigation

Scheme development history
Tomlinson Commission – 50’s & 60’s
Bantu family unit for subsistence
Gravity flood irrigation - furrows
Very low running costs
1.6 ha based on maize needs per family

Homeland development – 70’s & 80’s
Modernisation – high tech and production oriented
Macro-economics (multiplier effect and trickle-down)
High yields
High running costs – pumps and pipes
Specialist management requirements
New irrigation land-holdings conflicting with original PTO’s

30 ha to 3000 ha



Tropical to temperate climates



Simple flood schemes (Tomlinson Commission 1955)



Complex, expensive, pumped sprinklers / pivots (1970’s
80’s driven by engineers and economists)



Plot sizes varying between 1 ha and 10 ha



Land tenure (some title-deeds others communal)



Market opportunities (distance / crop suitability)

Diversity on any one scheme


Varying plot sizes



Wide range of farming skills and farming types



Farming motivation varies (age, other incomes)



Security of access to water supply

Diversity



Diversity

Diversity between the schemes

and so what about trajectories and the NDP… ?
‐ A suite of intervention responses is available based on
local and international best practice
‐ Interventions must be selected and designed according
to critical limitations (sub‐threshold elements of the
complex system)
i)

Interventions can either drive to support individual
farm enterprises (ie. systems embrace)

ii) Higher level institutional and financial interventions
can unlock access to blocks of resources for outside
parties

Mbekweni village ‐ land and water
30yr old gravity sprinkler
scheme (630 ha)

Oxkraal Dam

Bushmankrantz
Dam yield = 610 ha
Estimated Runoff cu.m

Haytor Manor (65ha)
Annual Rainfall (524mm)

3800 ha

180 000
160 000
140 000
120 000
100 000
80 000
60 000
40 000
20 000
‐

MAR 1.13 mcm
140 ha irrigation

OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP

Bushmankrantz Dam

File name

29‐Apr‐15

Another project sponsored by the Water Research Commission

Mbekweni close‐up on land‐use
HAYTOR MANOR (65ha)
SPRINKLER SCHEME
Tribal Trust land
Traditional tenure
(ie. no individual rights)
Family holdings (1ha)
‐ deep alluvial soils
‐ Summer maize
‐ no irrigation infrastructure
‐ winter oats (10%)
‐ no activity since Gqozo rebellion
‐ low input / low risk

Very low utilisation of
available land and water
resources (10‐15%)

SPRINKLER SCHEME (110 ha)
Traditional tenure
Family holdings (1ha)
‐ Summer maize (supp)
‐ winter oats (10%)
‐ low input / low risk

File name

‐ ASPIRATIONS?
‐ OPTIONS?
29‐Apr‐15

Another project sponsored by the Water Research Commission

Mbekweni close‐up on land‐use
SPRINKLER SCHEME
Traditional tenure
Family holdings (1ha)
‐ Summer maize
‐ winter oats (10%)
‐ low input / low risk

HOME FOOD GROWERS (813 m2)
‐ winter oats for lambing
‐ widespread unlawful connections
‐ substantial stock watering
‐ a little summer veg
File name

29‐Apr‐15

Another project sponsored by the Water Research Commission

Participative agric water‐use planning

File name

29‐Apr‐15

Another project sponsored by the Water Research Commission

ighadi

instimi
isitiya

ighadi

Technical and human‐development responses must be
tied to aspirations, styles and objectives of the various
landholders
Diversified livelihoods
Farming to maintain lifestyle

Farming central to
livelihoods

Peasant farmer

Business Farmer

Lower risk, diversified
livelihoods on smaller
farms, sale, food

Commercially
oriented farmers on
larger farms

Equity Labourer
Commercial
partnerships, JV’s
or sharecropping

Farming as a ‘shareholder’
but mainly labourer

MIX of styles in
scheme
reality and in
plans

Food producer
Intensive gardens on
small plots, high%
poor, high% women

Farming at micro-scale
for food and ad-hoc
cash

Evidence based interventions …
1

First‐phase WHC in home‐gardens and selected
fields
(low‐cost, short‐term, knowledge emphasis)

2

Phased irrigation development based on locally
tailored AGWA development trajectories.
(aspirations based)

3

Local land administration to release high‐value
land, and WUAs for water services
(enabling sub‐threshold institutions)
Extensive support to production knowledge
networks and the value chain
(farm enterprise support)
File name

29‐Apr‐15

Another project sponsored by the Water Research Commission

Agricultural Water Management
‘Development Trajectories’
1. Individual micro‐ and small‐scale irrigation
2. Community‐managed small to medium‐scale irrigation
3. Large‐scale irrigation system modernization and
development (revitalization)
4. Market‐oriented irrigation on PPP or purely private basis
5. Enhanced water management in rainfed agriculture

Is this tack financially feasible ?
Irri investment costs = approx. R120‐R150k/ha
Margins for mixed irri farming = R20‐30K/ha
FIRR’s on new irrigation are likely < 10%
FIRR’s on homestead water investments > 25%
Global experience and South African evidence show
the benefits of irrigation and agwater development.
The evidence suggests we have tools and knowledge
on the table to engage with the challenge.

File name

29‐Apr‐15

Another project sponsored by the Water Research Commission

